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PROVENANCE: A NOVEL  
Donna Drew Sawyer’s Sweeping Debut Novel Explores America’s “Third Race” 

Select Praise for Provenance: 

Provenance is a gripping story with wonderful characters, and Sawyer manages to blend fiction and history in a convincing 
way. This is a quick, but substantive read that will nudge (if not force) you to rethink your perceptions of wealth, art, and 
racial identity—Kelly Hand, author of “Au Pair Report” 

“I love the rich characters that are so individual and varied. All of their voices are unique and distinctive.  
Terrific and timely story.” —Barbara Esstman, author of “The Other Anna and Night Ride Home” 

“An often memorable tale of love, loss and redemption.”   
– Kirkus Reviews 
 

In her debut novel, PROVENANCE (Creative Cache; $26.00; October 15, 2015), Donna Drew Sawyer 
explores what it is like to live as a member America’s third race; Americans whose ambiguous looks 
allow them to pass, undetected, into another racial group. From recent examples like Rachel Dolezal; 
to historical figures like Belle de Costa Greene, the renowned director of the Morgan Library (a  
central character in Provenance); to fictional Professor Coleman Silk in Philip Roth’s The Human 
Stain, the stories of men and women crossing the color line—passing—are deeply embedded in the 
history of America.  

In Provenance, Sawyer explores the repercussions of what one of her characters describes as, 
“belonging to no tribe.” The novel’s primary character, Lance Henry Withers, appears to epitomize 
white privilege. His partnerships with the scions and associates of the Rockefellers, Chryslers and 
Morgans (as in J. Pierpont) have made him a very wealthy man. His connections in the world of high-
end art span continents; his priceless art collection is world renowned. Withers’ Park Avenue 
credentials are impeccable—he is accomplished in a way no man of color could ever be in the early 
20th century – except that he is a man of color, passing for white. Only his immediate family knows 
Withers’ secret and they are complicit in the decision when he is forced to choose between his true 
identity and what he perceives as the freedom passing offers. When the love of a woman causes him 
to question his decision, Withers must then deal with the consequences of his legacy of lies. Will his 
revelation free him or destroy him? What will the family, who benefit from his secret, do to keep 
him from revealing the truth?  

Provenance is set in the time after slavery and before the civil rights movement. The novel spans five 
decades beginning in the south under the draconian Racial Integrity Act, moving to the freedom and 
vibrancy of Paris between the World Wars, then to New York during the city’s Golden Age. With the 
art world as its backdrop, Provenance weaves historical fact with fiction to paint a vivid picture of 
race in America from the perspective of one family across three generations. It is a sweeping, 
complex, art infused coming-of-age story like Donna Tartt’s, The Goldfinch; akin to Lalita Tademy’s, 
Cane River, as an historic family saga; its flawed yet captivating characters evoke Roth’s, The Human 
Stain, and PROVENANCE’s haunting tale of racial secrets is reminiscent of Nella Larsen’s seminal classic, Passing.  

PROVENANCE is perfect book club fiction—a page-turner that keeps readers pondering long after they read the final page.  

About the Author: DONNA DREW SAWYER advanced the creativity of others as a Madison Avenue advertising executive, public 
relations manager for Sesame Street and as a senior administrator for The Chrysler Museum of Art and the Smithsonian's Hirshhorn 
Museum and Sculpture Garden. Writing to attract audiences for others led her to start writing for an audience of her own. Born and 
raised in New York City, she now lives with her family near Washington, DC. Visit the author online at DonnaDrewSawyer.com 
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